
Bonus Points
Get bonus points by matching certain card 
types together. The cards you need to match 
are written at the bottom of each card. You 
get points for each card that matches. 
Wild cards cannot be used to get bonus points.

* S: = Subject 
(bottom of Noun card)
This means that the Noun 
card ONLY gets the bonus 
�F it is the SUBJECT of a 
sentence using that Verb 
card. 

Noun + Verb

Location + Noun

Location + Verb

Adjective + Noun

Adjective + Location

Noun + Extra

Extra + Location

The card that GETS 
the bonus points.

The card that GIVES 
the bonus points.

*

How to Play

Deck Discard
Pile

Player 1 Player 2

Player 4
Dealer

Player 3

SET-UP

After each Player has a Turn, that is the end 
of Round 1. Turns continue for 3 full rounds.
At the end of 3 Rounds, each player reads out 
the sentence that they made. Count the points 
and bonus points for each player’s sentence.
The winner is the player with the highest total 
points. The next dealer is Player 1 and so on...

2: Take the same number 
of cards from the Deck

Player’s hand
the monster

N1d S: skip/tease +5

3

the monsters 6

the hero

N1b S: play/help +5 
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the heroes 3

D 5

vampire/magician
dance/play +3
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L1c

1: Put 1, 2 or 3 cards 
face up in the 
Discard Pile

Each Turn

The game is for 2 to 6 players. 
Shuffle all the cards together. Choose a dealer. 
Deal seven cards to each player face down. 
The rest of the cards are placed in a Deck 
face down so the players can reach them 
easily. Next to the Deck, will be the Discard Pile. 
Players will discard cards on their turn and 
put them face up here.

The first player is left of the dealer and 
players take turns in a clockwise direction. 
Every player looks at his/her cards and 
arranges them to make one full sentence. Use 
the colour suggestions on the bottom of the 
cards and match symbols to form correct 
sentences.

On their Turn, players may Discard UP TO 3 
cards and take new cards from the Deck. 
Use the new cards to add to or change the 
sentence. Players may also play a PvP card. 
Follow the directions on the PvP card. 

�f, on their turn, the player can use all seven 
cards to make 1 sentence, they can lay the 
cards down and that player has finished the 
game. “Play on Your Turn” PvP cards cannot 
target these players.

Game Play

Set-Up

Turns

3 Rounds

Help! � don’t have a Noun or Verb.
�f you don’t have a Noun or a Verb, you may use another 
of the cards in your hand as a “wild card”. Turn the card 
over so it is face-down and put it where you want the 
word(s) to be in your sentence. This card scores 0 
points and does not count towards bonus points. 
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Note: Resolve any Play »mmediately PvP 
Cards before the first player begins.

Player versus Player PvP Cards

Use any Play »mmediately cards before you 
start the game and if you take them from the 
Deck.
Play only 1 PvP card on your turn. 
(Play »mmediately cards do not count as 
played by you.)
Play a PvP card before or after you discard 
and take from the Deck.
Put PvP cards in front of you when you play 
them.
(Do not discard PvP cards that you use.)
You may discard PvP cards that you do not 
want to use.

READ the instructions on the cards.

PvP02

doublepoints
Keep in your hand.

This card gives x2 points (NOT including bonuses) for ONE of the cards in your sentence.

PvP01

take

Look 
at on

e pla
yer’s

 

cards
 and take

 one.

That 
player

 take
s 1 

card 
from

 the Deck.

Play on
 your Tu

rn.

1) On their Turn, players may Discard and Take 
from the Deck... OR... Trade ONE card from 
their Hand for ONE card from the Discard Pile.
2) Deal 5, 6 or 8 cards to each player to start 
the game.
3) Write down your scores and continue until 
one player gets 200 points.
4) »f you can make a sentence using all 7 of 
your cards without changing any, you get +5 
points.

Optional Rules

Mojo Family Fun is a game of sentences. 
Players use cards to build sentences.
   Choose singular or plural words on noun cards. 
   Choose action words on blue and green cards.
   Choose time words on orange cards.
   Choose descriptive words on purple and yellow 
cards.
Match certain cards for bonus points.
Affect the game and other players with special 
Player versus Player (PvP) cards.
Get the most points and win the game!

TM

Mix all the cards together well.
Each player gets 7 cards.
Players use the cards to make 1 sentence.
Each game has 3 rounds.
Each round, each player gets 1 turn.
Each turn, a player may discard up to 3 cards and 
take the same number of cards from the deck.
After 3 rounds, read the sentence and count the 
points.
Highest points wins the game.

Quick Rules:

C Copyright 2020 Mojo English PTE. LTD.

How to Make 
Sentences

Start with a Noun card. 
This is the SUBJECT of your sentence. 
The next cards can be: 
                     yellow, blue, pink or green.

At the bottom of each card are 
suggestions for cards that can go 
before or after each card.

Put down a green card next. 
This is the ACTION of your sentence.
The next cards can be:
                  Location, Time or red.

Match the same Time 
Symbols to use the 
correct time words in 
your sentence.

Use a blue card to match the grey Time 
Symbol on orange cards.

Empty Time Symbols mean that the words 
can be used with any tense: past, present 
or future.

Match smiley faces to use the correct words 
on the noun, blue, green and yellow cards.

Purple and yellow cards are descriptions of 
nouns like people, animals, places or things.

Match these symbols on purple and yellow 
cards to the noun and location cards.

Put down an orange card. 
This is the TIME of the sentence.

See the rule sheet, our YouTube channel or 
mojoenglish.com for a more complete guide to 
forming sentences.
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Cards that can 
go after.

Cards 
that can 
go after 
the noun.

The green card shows that a Noun 
(singular or plural), a blue card or 

a pink card can go before it.

The green card shows that a 
Location, orange Time card, or 

red card can go after it.
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10x Noun cards

10x Verb cards

6x Location cards

4x Preposition cards

4x Adverb cards

6x Extra �nformation cards

2x Wild cards

T

3x Time cards

5x Helping Verb cards

7x Adjective cards

3x Conjunction cards

4x Player versus Player cards   
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(take, double points, bring back, seeing double)

64 cards

singular
plural

singular 
or plural

Nouns

Set number Unique codeCard Type

a person, animal or thing

adds more information 
about a noun.

can be used as any card type. 

describes a noun

joins parts of a sentence

where the action happens

the action

the time of the sentence 
(tense)

when the action happens

modifies an adjective or verb

F Frequency

D Degree

how often something 
happens and routine 
activities

describes the 
intensity of an 
adjective or adverb

gives details about the 
connection between the 
verb and the noun (object)

Relative
Clause


